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A complete collection of Galloway Gallegher stories from “one of the major names in science

fiction” (The New York Times). In this comprehensive collection, Henry Kuttner is back with

Galloway Gallegher, his most beloved character in the stories that helped make him famous.

Gallegher is a binge-drinking scientist who’s a genius when drunk and totally clueless sober.

Hounded by creditors and government officials, he wakes from each bender to discover a new

invention designed to solve all his problems—if only he knew how it worked . . . Add a vain and

uncooperative robot assistant, a heckling grandfather, and a host of uninvited guests—from

rabbit-like aliens to time-traveling mafia lawyers to his own future corpse—and Gallegher has

more on his hands than even he can handle. Time for another drink! “[A] pomegranate writer:

popping with seeds—full of ideas.” —Ray Bradbury, author of Fahrenheit 421



A Death in the House: And Other Stories (The Complete Short Fiction of Clifford D. Simak

Book 7), The Ghost of a Model T: And Other Stories (The Complete Short Fiction of Clifford D.

Simak Book 3), We Can Build You, The Golden Age of Science Fiction: A Journey into Space

with 1950s Radio, TV, Films, Comics and Books, The Big Front Yard: And Other Stories (The

Complete Short Fiction of Clifford D. Simak Book 2), The Best American Science Fiction and

Fantasy 2015 (The Best American Series)

Paul Camp, “Robots, Time Lockers, Mighty Mice, and Shyster Lawyers. Once upon a time,

Gnome Press published this little gem of a book by "Lewis Padgett" called _Robots Have No

Tails_ (1952). The title is a nonsense title. Author Henry Kuttner, after despairing of coming up

with a workable title of his own, told the publishers at Gnome that for all he cared, they could

call the book _Robots Have No Tails_-- so they did. The title has stayed with it ever since. In an

introduction to the book, C.L. Moore states that the stories are totally the work of Kuttner. I

know that clever stylists sometimes have gone back and belied such statements, but I am

inclined to take Moore at her word._Robots Have No Tails_ is a collection of the five Galloway

Gallegher stories that appeared in _Astounding_ between 1943 and 1948 under the brilliant

editorship of John W. Campbell, Jr. Gallegher, you may remember, is the inventer who creates

brilliant inventions when he is drunk-- but then cannot remember what they are for (or

sometimes even who he made them for) when he is sober. He usually wkes up from a binge in

a peck of trouble from creditors, policemen, and gangsters.The final arrangement of the stories

in book form does not match the original order in which the stories appeared in magazine form.

I am giving the titles of the stories in book chronology, along with their magazine publication

dates: "The Proud Robot" (Oct., 1943), "Gallegher Plus" (Nov., 1943), "The World is

Mine" (June, 1943), "Ex Machina" (April, 1948), and "Time Locker" (Jan., 1943). Moore says

that "Gallegher Plus" was written just before Kuttner went into the Army. "Ex Machina" was

written just after the war. Somehow, no more Gallegher tales were written.In "The Proud

Robot," Gallegher wakes up from a binge to discover that he has invented Joe, a completely

narcissistic robot who stands in front of mirrors and admires his own internal workings-- but

who seems to be of no use whatsoever. What was Gallegher thinking when he made Joe? In

"Gallegher Plus," he discovers that he has contracted with _three_ shadowy clients. He has

invented a dirt-eating machine that sings "St. James Infirmary". But what is it for? And which

client is it for?"The World is Mine" opens with the invention of a time machine and the

emergence of a trio of furry Martians who announce that they intend to conquer the world.

Then bodies of Gallegher from the future start turning up on his lawn, murdered with a heat ray

that Gallegher invented. The police consider Gallegher the prime suspect.In "Ex Machina,"

Gallegher has the foresight to videotape the interview with his client during his drinking bout. A

fat lot of good it does him. His client has since disappeared, Gallegher is accused of his

murder, and the inventions that he has concocted don't seem to be what his client and his

partner really wanted. In "Time Locker," the ingenious and amoral Gallegher is befriended by

the crafty and immoral defense lawyer named Vanning. Vanning has used several of

Gallegher's inventions for highly ileagle purposes of his own without the knowledge of the

inventor. But finally, he uses an invention to get out of a jam involving a mess of embezzled

bonds-- and almost literally hoists himself by his own petard. Perhaps the drinking scenes in

_Robots_ aren't quite as funny nowadays as they were back in the forties.We are more

conscious of the evils of alcoholism. But there are other sources of amusement. One is Joe the



robot:"You're _cr-r-razy!_" Brock howled, badgered beyond endurance, and Joe turned calmly

back to his mirror."Don't talk so loudly," the robot warned. "The discordance is deafening.

Besides, you're ugly and I don't like to look at you." Wheels and cogs buzzed inside the

transplastic shell. Joe extented his eyes on stalks and regarded himself with every appearance

of appreciation. (15)The book is also rife with petifogging lawyers (who somehow always seem

to be with us):One of Mackenzie's lawyers jumped up. "I object," he said. There was a brief

wrangle as to whether Joe should be classified as a witness or as Exhibit A. If the latter, the

suoena had been falsely served. The Justice pondered."As I see it," he declared, "the question

is one of determinism versus voluntarism. If this... ah... robot has free will--""Ha!" Gallegher

said, and was shushed by an attorney. He subsided rebelliously. (180)Kuttner also has fun with

creatures who have delusions of grandeur:The Lybllilas had finished their milk. "We're

through," said the fat one. "Now we'll conquer the world. Where'll we begin?"Gallegher

shrugged. "I fear I can't advise you gentlemen. I've never had the inclination myself. Wouldn't

have the faintest idea how to go about it.""First we destroy the big cities," said the smallest

Lyblla excitedly, "then we capture the pretty girls and hold them for ransom or something. Then

everybody's scared and we win.""How do you figure that?" Gallegher asked."It's in the books.

That's how it's always done We'll be tyrants and beat everybody. We want some more milk,

please." (111-112)_Robots Have No Tails_ has been through many editions over the years*.

The individual stories have also been reprinted many times over. It may rightly be considered a

classic collection of light science fiction, to be put beside H. Nearing, Jr's _The Sinister

Researches of C. P. Ransom_ (1954), Poul Anderson and Gordon R. Dickson's _Earthman's

Burden_ (1957), Arthur C. Clarke's _Tales From the White Hart_ (1957), Spider Robinson's

_Callahan's Secret_ (1986), and Kuttner's own _The Hogben Chronicles_ (2013). I fear that we

have a tendency to underestimate light comedy. It is rarely nominated for Hugos and Nebula

awards. And indeed, much of it is bad. But some of it is good. _Robots Have No Tails_ is

terrific.* For the record, I am reviewing the Lancer edition of thecollection.”

J. C. Woodby, “Great book, cheapo edition. I first owned an early 1970s paperback of this book

that I cherished, but it was a hasty production by a bargain publisher and fell apart after a few

readings. So I rejoiced when I saw it reissued at last in this edition, tho alas, this time the

publication quality is even lower. It's a weird size to start, not quite the dimensions of a

standard comic book and barely an eighth of an inch thick, and bound in covers of the thinnest

cardstock I've ever seen to produce a very flimsy document. That wouldn't be so bad except

that they also set the text in 2-column layout on the oversize pages, so the experience is more

like reading a slim gray magazine with no pictures than a book. I'm only docking them one star

for their crappy presentation because Henry Kuttner's writing is still as fabulous as ever, but

this material deserves MUCH more respectful handling in some future edition.”

John Popham, “Wonderful stories: Full of whimsy, and showing a playful delight in technology.

Henry Kuttner, who wrote with C.L. Moore under the pen-name Lewis Padgett, published a

series of short stories featuring an engineer named Gallegher. Gallegher was an absolutely

brilliant inventor, but only when drunk to the point of memory black-out. Kuttner's stories were

typically structured around Gallegher's waking with a blistering hangover and being confronted

with a mysterious device he'd created the night before. With no memory of the device, its

function or why and for whom he'd invented it, Kuttner's Gallegher stories unfolded as the

engineer attempted to solve this mystery. This was usually accomplished while dodging angry

clients he couldn't remember meeting, who'd paid money he couldn't remember spending, for



promised solutions to their problems, which Gallegher couldn't remember promising.The

stories were written in the forties when drunkenness was still a comedic vehicle. Social mores,

science and engineering have marched on since then, making Gallegher something of a relic.

However the stories are still worth reading, particularly "The Proud Robot" and "The Time

Locker". They are wonderful stories that move at a brisk pace. They're full of whimsy and a

playful delight in technology that is sorely missed in today's science fiction.Long out of print,

the collection is available on Kindle for a scant $2.99. The forward by C.L. Moore, one of the

few women writing short science fiction in the forties, is worth that all by itself.Go. Buy. Laugh.”

The book by Henry Kuttner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 68 people have provided feedback.
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